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What is sustainability?
There are several definitions, sometimes context specific.
• Sustainability is the process of change, in which the exploitation of 

resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological 
development and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance 
both current and future potential to meet human needs and aspirations 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability)

• For sustainability, the goal is to achieve a desired change that is 
maintained to benefit both the present and future generations. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability


Country policy level
Stable economy, free market (albeit over-liberalized?), high cost of capital, generally good 
policies but weak implementation 

Challenges to address
• Low productivity, Low investments, Poor market linkages, generally not competitive
• Poor soils, impact of climate change (erratic rainfall)
• Poor infrastructure (road network, warehouses, etc)

What has to change?
• Adopt environmentally sustainable technologies, and appropriate use of inputs to 

increase yields substantially 
• Improve market access for smallholders by facilitating business linkages (relationships)
• Increase capacity of local organizations to influence change continuously 

ADVANCE Project context 



Creating change that lead to sustainable results

Project goal
The overall goal of ADVANCE II is to increase competitiveness of the maize, 
rice and soybean value chains. 

Approach
Go beyond improving the existing system that has produced the undesired 
condition that needs change, but rather, tackle systemic changes 

Systemic change 
Transformation in the structure or dynamics of a system that leads to 
impacts on large numbers of people, either in their material conditions or in 
their behavior” (Osorio-Cortes and Jenal 2013: 7). 
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The ADVANCE Outgrower Business Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This animated slide runs itself – script is as follows:The processor – OB – shf outgrower is the value chain – short and stops at the processor levelModel starts with the tractor/plowing service providerEncouraged to provide more services – as a business, and is profitableSales are backed by contracts – already readily accepted as a standard operating procedure – much more to do thoughInput dealers are excited to be on board – access to agricultural credit and use of inputs is on the riseBanks and other types of financial institutions (Credit Unions, Rural banks) are participating in programs – contracts come in handy for loansClimate change – and not uncommon drought windows – raise the risk factorWeather forecasting –primarily for rainfall – is offered by a new private companyWeather index and “premium package” crop insurance is also available through another private company (GIZ start up support)Market information services levels the playing field – the entire chain can access informationRadio – supported for SHF Message service providers; SMS and voice in vernacularMIS – crop prices and other services provided on SMS, websitesNF warehouses; and those for farmer groups (cooperatives); are now in demandSupports warehouse receipts –Ghana Grain Council program is also supported by ADVANCEMaintains quality, prevents lossesNot a “hold for better price purpose” as in one season countries; as Ghana has three production/market windows	ADVANCE follows a light facilitation approach, with private sector actors participating throughout all service transactions. Using grants, technical assistance, business service providers, volunteers, consultants and various training techniques, ADVANCE does more than just a handshake, but less than the actual business itself.The project is the most sustainable one I have worked on yet. By removing the ADVANCE portion of the slide I leave just the private sector actors, already in place, motivated by an improved business environment, empowered through business management training and on the job expertise assistance, fully capable of continuing without ADVANCEI left the most controversial part for last – the end-buyer investment in the chain; when done correctly adds to the business/service capacity of the outgrower business; increases the number of outgrowers served. It also increases the number of outgrower businesses – contributing to scale. Some would argue that this would be the first step in a value chain process not the last – but in North Ghana it takes some time to convince the lead firms (located elsewhere) to invest down the chain because of the risk associated with such investments.     It is better to build the capacity of the OBs to manage their outgrowers efficiently and run their operations as profitable businesses first. Facilitation takes time        and works best when trust has been built among the actors



Specific Project approaches 

Using the OB Model, we made fundamental changes to the existing value chain system in the way it 
operates by:

• Creating new and better business relationships among actors to improve trade and invest(VC financing) 

• Redefining roles of actors (e.g. training farmers, aggregating produce)

• Learning and adapting to changes,

• Ensuring broad benefits to all actors

• Building on what already exists

• Reducing dependency (VSLAs)

• Working closely with government and non government agencies and private sector firms

• Empowering women through access to resources (VSLAs, numeracy training, land, 



Strengths and Weaknesses 

Strengths 
• Based purely on business
• Commitment and buy-in from large 

buyers funding outgrower schemes 
• OBs taking on extension/advisory 

services
• New relationships that are functioning 

well in a business manner

Weaknesses 
• Relies heavily on OBs

• Weak succession plans

• Lacking long term capital investments
• Intermittent shocks

• Evolving policy environment
• Several Actors and factors 

• Need for constant review of strategies



Summary 

Sustainability requires:
• That systemic constraints are removed, before large-scale change that is sustainable can 

be achieved

• Changing the incentives that the market system provides to Actors

• Changes in institutions like rules, laws, or social norms
• Requires behavior change, which can be slow

• Markets and their contexts constantly change, and therefore sustainability depends on 
the capacity to adapt (resilience)

• Important to develop framework for measuring systemic changes and sustainability 
(going beyond project indicators)



Thank you 
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